Spectrum

Class I – April-May 2022

Clay Toon Activity
'Click the fingers and create a wonder'...
Our Class I Artists enthusiastically participated in the event and created
marvelous structures, representing the beauty of the Mother Earth, which
truly was a treat to the eyes. Few outstanding presentations have been
awarded certificates of excellence and appreciation.

Clay Toon Activity

Earth Day
An array of engaging, thoughtprovoking and insightful activities
formed the focal point of our
learners' efforts which are deeply
invested into the preservation of
the planet Earth- that we identify
as our home.
On Earth Day 2022, enthusiastic
Goenkans did their part to
transform both attitudes and
actions towards Earth. With each
little step, we tread towards a
more mindful way of experiencing
our existence on this planet and a
more ethically appropriate way of
treating its resources.
Kudos to our Goenkan empaths!

Earth Day

Rhyme-in-Tune Activity
"Poetry is a matter of life, not just a matter of language."
The life and liveliness fill in the heart of our young learners when they
indulge in poetry.
The event was a true reflection of our little poets gaining confidence, a way
of expression and a bucket full of happiness.

Rhyme-in-Tune Activity

Mother’s Day
"When you are looking at your mother, you are looking at the purest
love you will ever know.” -Charley Benetto
The students of the Junior Wing celebrated Mother’s Day on 6th & 7th
May 2022 to honour our dedicated mothers, who sacrifice everything in the
upbringing of their children. The craft activity at school exalted the mother
as a teacher, friend, philosopher, guide and emphasised upon the truth that
a mother’s love for her child is the pinnacle of happiness. Students of
Grades I and II, along with their moms, engaged in fun activities like Tumble
Tower, Dance Tango, Name on the Plate & Newspaper Dressing while the
little ones from classes Nursery to Kindergarten and their mommies were
entertained through myriad activities like Piercing Pasta, Sing Along Mom,
Builder Buddies, Pleasure with Treasure, Soothing Touch, Handprints & Spin
the Wheel.
The two day event culminated with all mothers, children and teachers
enjoying together the festivities and taking back fond memories of a
wonderful celebration of an extremely special day.

Mother’s Day

Tip Tap Toe Activity
"Dancing with the feet is one thing, but dancing with the heart is
another."
Dance happens to be one of the most happening arts that brings to the
soul and body a sense of satisfaction and loads of happiness.
Our little, talented dancers showcased their latent talents while they
performed on their favourite foot tapping tunes during the event, TipTap-Toe.

Tip Tap Toe Activity

Camping Ninjas
"And at the end of the day, your feet should be dirty, your hair messy
and your eyes sparkling."
Giggles and smiles were flowing all around and the cheer was high
when the little Ninjas went camping with their mentors and peers. Our
exuberant little ones from the Junior School bid a good bye to their
teachers and friends in the most special way by experiencing enthralling
and mesmerizing activities, games and dances, while they took part in 'Fun
Unlimited with Little Ninjas'. Star Gazing, Scavenger Hunt, Camping Yoga,
Fit to Sit, Tumbler game were some of the major attractions of the day.
The scrumptious Delights along with the Welcome Drink doubled the energy
levels of our tiny tots.

Camping Ninjas

Parental Tip
The thought of ideal parenting conceives before we have the actual baby in our arms.
Young mothers and fathers are perturbed and busy to equip themselves to become
perfect parents. This starts with, which toys we should have, which books would adorn
the bookshelf and umpteen such questions. It would not be wrong to say that parents are
obsessed with the idea of perfect parenting. After a decade of being a parent I have
realized that perfect parenting does not exist. It is very subjective. What works for
your child may not work for my child. For a parenting to be perfect, you ought to have a
perfect child, which for obvious reasons we cannot expect that to be. Parenting ideas
come handy from experiences of our own childhood and from today’s current prevalent
times like living with internet, more openness among children to present their thoughts
without considering the consequences and repercussions. So, all these things are a part
of raising a child. At the end of the day, we need to understand our child’s personality,
nature, and temperament. We cannot apply the rules which we might have heard from
someone as a thumb rule.
No person is perfect; everyone has strengths and weaknesses. So, let us accept and be
realistic with our children as we raise them. Try to develop your own style of parenting
which could be a combination of your own childhood experiences and your own intuition or
wisdom. Nobody knows the algorithm of flawless parenting because it does not exist in
reality. It is like a ‘MRIGTRISHNA’ which is inside you, and you are seeking it outside.
So, let us call it a 'flexible parenting' which makes us receptive to the latest ideas, with
various possibilities and allows us to adapt to what works best for our child.
I would suggest creating your own style, including things which you consider to be right
for your child’s betterment. Do not look for the formula or the solution to the equation
outside. God has blessed the parents with a thing called ‘intuition’ and the ability to
judge good or bad for our kids.
Hence, Strive to raise a Happy Child, as a ‘Happy child will be your perfect child’.
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